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Board of Pilot Commissioners for Harris County Ports
Public Meeting

Houston, Texas
July 28, 2015

A public meeting of the Board of Pilot Commissioners for Harris County Ports
(the “Pilot Board”) was convened on July 28, 2015 at 10:57 a.m., at the Port of Houston
Authority Executive Offices, Fourth Floor Boardroom, at 111 East Loop North, Houston,
Texas 77029. The following Commissioners, staff, and counsel were present:
Janiece Longoria, Chairman
Theldon R. Branch, III, Commissioner
Stephen H. DonCarlos, Commissioner
Clyde E. Fitzgerald, Commissioner
John D. Kennedy, Commissioner
Roy D. Mease, Commissioner
Roger Guenther, Secretary
Erik Eriksson, General Counsel and Assistant Secretary
Tom Heidt, Chief Operating Officer, Port Authority and Assistant Secretary
Marcus Woodring Chief Health, Safety, Security, and Emergency Management
Officer, Port Authority and Assistant Secretary
David McNamara, Counsel
David Brown, Brown & Kornegay LLP
J. Kent Friedman, Haynes and Boone, LLP
Chairman Longoria convened the meeting of the Board of Pilot Commissioners.
(PB-2015-0728-0l) Chairman Longoria called for a motion to approve the
minutes of the June 23, 2015 Pilot Board meeting. Commissioner Mease moved for
approval of the minutes, seconded by Commissioner DonCarlos. Chairman Longoria,
and Commissioners Branch, DonCarlos, Fitzgerald, Kennedy, and Mease voted Aye.
Nays none. The minutes were approved as written.
(PB-20 15-0728-02)

Appearances

Chairman Longoria introduced Captain Mike Morris, Presiding Officer, Houston
Pilots Association, who addressed the Pilot Board.
Captain Morris began by noting the points he would cover: vessel transit
summary/trends; efficiency initiative; Pilot Board Investigation Review Committee
(“PBIRC”) successes; and safety initiative.
Captain Morris moved on to a summary of vessel transits, reporting a 3.4%
increase in Houston Ship Channel transits year-to-date (noting the shares of each type of
ship transiting the channel), and predicted that 2015 would surpass 2012, which was a
record year for transits.
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Captain Morris next described an outreach program through the Lone Star Harbor
Safety Committee. The Houston Pilot’s Vice President, Captain Clint Winegar, heads up
the Facility Working Group which visits docks and terminals that have an issue, inspects
them, and offers recommendations, many of which are incorporated.
Captain Morris reported on the Bulk Liquid Terminal Operator Course, a new
initiative designed to build terminal managers’ understanding of how navigation issues
impact dock scheduling and efficiency. A few of the major issues discussed include
shore-provided gangways and dock utilization, use of two boatman crews to improve
dock efficiency, and the new Greater Houston Port Bureau Traffic Efficiency Committee.
Captain Morris moved on to note that the PBIRC is a nine member committee
with over 300 years of maritime experience, named each member and their experience,
and highlighted a few of its successes:
•
As a result of the Chemical Supplier accident in September 2009, the
PBIRC recommended that the Houston Pilots develop/incorporate a Houston-specific
module to the Bridge Resource Management for Marine Pilots (“BRM-P”) course;
•
As a result of the Charleston/Harvest Sun collision in December 2011, the
PBIRC recommended the Houston Pilots’ development of the Restricted Visibility
Navigation for Pilots course; and
•
As a result of the Miss Susan/Summer Wind collision in 2014, the PBIRC
recommended that the Houston Pilots develop a blue water/brown water coordination
course, to connect and improve communication between the users along the waterway. A
lesson learned from the class was “where you stand depends on where you sit,” as
incidents and visibility were seen from the vantage points of the pilot and the tow. The
depth of barge lanes to handle today’s tugs/tows was also discussed.
Captain Morris concluded his presentation with a video of the Blue water/Brown
water Interface Training Course and noted the next class would be held in September.
Commissioner Branch asked that members of the Pilot Board be notified of upcoming
classes as he, and perhaps other commissioners, would like to attend. Captain Morris
responded that he welcomed their participation, adding that the dates of the blue
th
water/brown water class were September 9
and iO, and that a notice would be sent out.
Chairman Longoria thanked Captain Morris for a very interesting presentation
and remarked that communication is key to any enterprise and effective communication
can certainly improve the outcome, no matter what one is doing. She added that the
Houston Pilots Association, like the Port Authority, is always in the mode of continuous
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improvement, and it appears it had some effective training and communication
opportunities for pilots and other industry professionals.
Chairman Longoria commented that considering over 8,300 ships a year call on
Port of Houston facilities along with 200,000 barge transits every year. there are very few
incidents relative to the number of ship and barge transits in the channel. She added that
this speaks to the effectiveness of the communication between all stakeholders, which
they have used as an opportunity to educate our federal partners, the Army Corps of
Engineers (“Army Corps”), about the importance of keeping our challenging channel
dredged to its authorized depth and width, to maximize the opportunity for our ships and
barges to come in and out safely.
Chairman Longoria noted that Captain Morris’ point about the barge lanes is
something that needs to be reconsidered, and that the Port Authority, in partnership with
the Houston Pilots, continues to work diligently to get the help of the Army Corps to
resolve the Bayport flare issue.
Chairman Longoria asked Mr. Woodring if he would like to make any comments.
Mr. Woodring introduced Bruce Davies, Senior Investigating Officer for U.S. Coast
Guard (“Coast Guard”) Sector Houston-Galveston, and Captain Rob Jones, Eric
Stolzenberg, and Carrie Bell, Marine Accident Investigators for the National
Transportation Safety Board (“NTSB”), who are investigating the Carla Maersk/Conti
Peridot collision.
Mr. Woodring offered to report on each of the incidents before the Pilot Board for
consideration. Chairman Longoria asked that he provide an overview of the findings and
recommendations as each item was presented.
The Pilot Board then considered each Request for Pilot Board Action (“RPBA”)
submitted by Chairman Longoria and attached to these minutes as Exhibit “A.”
(PB-2015-0728-03)

RPBA Fl was presented.

Mr. Woodring reported the PBIRC held a full hearing on October 6, 2014 and
presented its proposed recommendations to the Pilot Board in February 2015, at which
time the Pilot Board voted to abate any action until the completion of the NTSB and/or
th
Coast Guard investigations. On June 9
of this year, the NTSB released its report which
found “the probable cause of the collision was the Miss Susan captain’s attempt to cross
the Houston ship channel ahead of the Summer Wind, thereby impeding the passage of
the bulk carrier, which could transit only within the confines of the channel.”
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The PBIRC’s proposed findings state “the Summer Wind was constrained by her
draft to the narrow channel. Inland Navigation Rule No. 9 states, in part, that a vessel
shall not cross a narrow channel or fairway if such a crossing impedes the passage of a
vessel which can safely navigate only within that channel or fairway.” By a vote of 8 to
0, it was the opinion of the PBIRC that the Miss Susan did not operate in accordance with
that rule.
Mr. Woodring announced the PBIRC’s proposed recommendation to close the
matter to file, and require Captain Pizzitola to be the Houston Pilot’s representative to the
Lone Star Harbor Safety Committee group that develops a training module; as described
earlier by Captain Morris (that training has already been completed and was very
successful), and finally that Captain Pizzitola report the results of the training module to
the PBIRC and the Pilot Board, which is accomplished today by Captain Morris’
presentation. He concluded by noting that accordingly, the PBIRC sought the Pilot
Board’s consideration of the matter at the meeting.
Chairman Longoria stated that it was her understanding that the PBIRC’s
recommendation came before the completion of the NTSB’s investigation findings and
report; Captain Woodring confirmed that was the case.
Chairman Longoria proposed that a copy of the NTSB’s Marine Accident Report,
NTSB/MAR-l5/01, PB2O15-104888, relating to the Collision between Bulk Carrier
Summer Wind and the Miss Susan Tow on March 22, 2014, be entered into the record of
the proceeding and asked for the concurrence of the Pilot Board that doing so would be
appropriate, moved by Commissioner Branch. seconded by Commissioner Fitzgerald.
Chairman Longoria, and Commissioners Branch, DonCarlos, Fitzgerald, Kennedy, and
Mease voted Aye. Nays none. The report was entered into record.
Chairman Longoria commented that she was pleased with the NSTB’s finding
that the Miss Susan captain should not have attempted to cross the Houston Ship Channel
ahead of the Sunvner Wind passage. She noted there was additional language in its
report: ‘contributing to the accident was the failure of the Houston pilot and the Summer
Wind master to set a safe speed given the restricted visibility and nearby towing vessel
traffic, and the failure of the Miss Susan captain and the Houston pilot to establish early
radio communication with one another.”
Chairman Longoria asked Mr. Woodring if there was anything in the PBIRC’s
recommendation that responded to the speed of the Summer Wind, given the restricted
visibility that was in place at the time. Mr. Woodring replied that the PBIRC had a long
discussion and felt the speed was acceptable for the conditions the pilot was experiencing
at the time, but clearly saw a failure to communicate in a timely and early fashion, hence
the recommendation for the blue water/brown water course.
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Chairman Longoria noted the NTSB’s finding that the Summer Wind master
should have questioned the pilot’s decision to transit at full speed ahead given the
restricted visibility and nearby towing vessel traffic, and opened a discussion with the
Pilot Board about whether this finding by the NTSB would merit any additional action
over and above what was recommend by the PBIRC.
Commissioner Branch asked if the course is mandatory or voluntary. Mr.
Woodring responded that it is a voluntary course put on by the Lone Star Harbor Safety
Committee. The Pilot Board discussed the findings and recommendations.
Mr. Woodring added that as to the speed of the Summer Wind inbound, it was the
opinion of the PI3IRC that, based on the flood tide following the vesse’, the
characteristics of the vessel, and the fact that the pilot needed to maintain steerage way in
the channel, the pilot was using an appropriate speed. He added that full ahead was 13
knots on this vessel, and so this was a difference in opinion between the NTSB and the
PBIRC.
Commissioner DonCarlos recommended adding a third proposed finding
acknowledging the NTSB’s report regarding the pilot’s speed. Chairman Longoria
remarked that she did not think there needed to be a separate finding, as the NTSB’s
report was already part of the record, unless the Pilot Board decided there should be an
admonition in the file regarding speed, when the existing conditions call for that.
Commissioner DonCarlos asked about a Letter of Caution and its effect on the pilot. Mr.
Woodring responded and the Pilot Board discussed the matter.
Commissioner Fitzgerald commented that the PBIRC is the committee appointed
by the Pilot Board to carry out this investigation for them and that when it makes a
recommendation, unless there is some outstanding evidence, the Pilot Board should
support that decision.
Commissioner Branch stated he read through all the reports and in his opinion a
Letter of Caution should have been issued, and made a motion that a Letter of Caution be
issued, seconded by Commissioner DonCarlos.
Commissioner DonCarlos withdrew his motion to add a third proposed finding.
The Pilot Board further discussed the matter.
Commissioner Ketmedy stated that in reading the cases, he was confident in the
fact that the Pilot Board had been diligent in its appointment of PBIRC members, and as
was pointed out, there is over 300 years of maritime experience on that committee. He
agreed with Commissioner Fitzgerald that unless there was something that comes to the
Pilot Board out of the blue, he was comfortable affirming the recommendations that its
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members make, as professionals in this field. Commissioner Kennedy added that he does
understand the need to have speed in order to maneuver a boat. He added that he thinks
the Pilot Board has done a great job of appointing professional people and after his
reading of the data they collected and considered, he agreed with the PBIRC’s
recommendations.
Commissioner Branch clarified that his motion was not challenging the PBIRC
recommendations but was made because the additional information from the NTSB came
after the PBIRC’s recommendation. Commissioner Kennedy replied that the PBIRC
knew the speed of the Miss Susan. Chairman Longoria responded that they just came to
a different conclusion.
Mr. Woodring noted that the PBIRC operates under a set of rules that allows them
to call certain witnesses and gather certain materials and not others, with the goal to look
at the prudent seamanship of the pilot. The NTSB has access to a lot more information
and its overarching goal is to determine the safety of the waterway. The Coast Guard has
even more statutory power and its goal is to determine what happened and make sure that
it does not happen again. So each is looking at the same incident in slightly different
manners, the PBIRC’s being the narrowest and focused on the pilot.
Chairman Longoria suggested, depending on the vote, that the Letter of Caution
should be clear that no fault is ascribed to the Houston pilot and that the file is going to
be closed without any action against him and would strictly provide guidance to consider
speed under conditions that might warrant it as reflected in the report. Commissioner
Mease commented that after he read the full reports, he did not see that the Houston pilot
had done anything wrong. Commissioner DonCarlos added that he also did not attribute
any fault whatsoever to the pilot.
Chairman Longoria called the motion, to issue a Letter of Caution, for a vote.
Chairman Longoria, and Commissioners Branch and DonCarlos voted Aye.
Commissioners Fitzgerald, Kennedy, and Mease voted Nay. Motion FAILED.
Chairman Longoria called for a motion to adopt the PBIRC’s Findings and
Recommendations as written, moved by Commissioner Kennedy, seconded by
Commissioner Fitzgerald. Commissioners DonCarlos, Fitzgerald, Kennedy, and Mease
voted Aye. Chairman Longoria and Commissioner Branch voted Nay. RPBA Fl
PASSED.
Chairman Longoria commended the work done by the PBIRC and the Houston
Pilots.
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RPBA F2 was presented.

Mr. Woodring reported the PBIRC held a full hearing on May 20t and the
proposed findings state that the deputy pilot, Captain Briones, was conning the MIT
Celsius Mayfair under the supervision of a senior pilot, Captain Creech, when the vessel
grounded causing damage to the rudder.
By a vote of 8 to 0, the proposed
recommendation is that both Captain Briones and Captain Creech be issued Letters of
Caution recognizing the importance of each role for the safe navigation of the ship, and
that both pilots share the lessons learned from this incident with their peers. He
concluded that the PBIRC sought the Pilot Board’s consideration of this matter at the
meeting as well.
Chairman Longoria called for a motion, moved by Commissioner Fitzgerald,
seconded by Commissioner Kennedy. Chairman Longoria, and Commissioners Branch,
DonCarlos, Fitzgerald, Kennedy, and Mease voted Aye. Nays none. RPBA F2
PASSED.
(PB-2015-0728-05)

RPBA F3 was presented.

th,
Mr. Woodring reported the PBIRC held a hearing on this matter on May 20
the
proposed findings are that the ships’ crew did not report the proximity of the towing
vessel to the pilot on the bridge nor did the Coast Guard Vessel Traffic Service clearly
alert the pilot to the traffic in the vicinity. The PBIRC recommends, in an 8 to 0 vote,
that the case be closed to file, that Captain Schuessler assist in expanding a blue
waterlbrown water training module, based on this case, emphasizing the need for
unrestricted communications between the assist tugs and pilots, and the PBIRC will
review this case with the Coast Guard VTS. Accordingly, the PBIRC sought the Pilot
Board’s consideration of the matter.

Chairman Longoria asked if the PBIRC review of the Coast Guard Vessel Traffic
Service had been completed. Mr. Woodring replied that the review was complete, the
traffic report from that day was garbled, and hence the pilot did not get a clear and full
report of what was coming down the channel.
Chairman Longoria called for a motion, moved by Commissioner Fitzgerald,
seconded by Commissioner Kennedy. Chairman Longoria, and Commissioners Branch,
DonCarlos, Fitzgerald, Kennedy, and Mease voted Aye. Nays none. RPBA F3
PASSED.
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Chronoloav of Events The following undisputed chronology of events is adopted by the
PBIRC with regard to this matter:
1.

On December 2, 2014, Houston Branch Pilot Captain Kelly Creech and Houston
Deputy Branch Pilot Jason Briones boarded the MIT CELSIUS MAYFAIR
moored starboard side to Bayport Cruise Terminal Dock for an inbound shift
transit to LBC 2 Bayport Ship Channel. (see Hearing Transcript page 14, lines 17
21; Exhibit “A” Incidents Materials Pilot Statement, Exhibit “B” Pilot
Submission page 3).

—

2.

After master-pilot exchange, vessel and crew were ready for intended transit. (see
Exhibit “A” Incident Materials Pilot Statement, Exhibit “B” Pilot Submission).

3.

The assist tug LAMAR was made fast to the port quarter. (see Hearing Transcript
page 14, lines 22 23; Exhibit “A” Incident Materials Pilot Statement, Exhibit
“B” Pilot Submission page 3).
—

4.

Captain Briones had the conn under the supervision of Captain Creech and began
to back the vessel away from berth on dead slow astern with vessel bow thruster
to starboard, with intentions to sweep the stem down the center line of channel
and bring the bow on around. (see Hearing Transcript page 14, lines 22 25
page 15, lines 11
18, Exhibit “A” Incident Materials Pilot Statement, Exhibit
“B” Pilot Submission page 3).
—

—

5.

To monitor vessel’s position in the basin and channel, Captain Briones used land
marks line of position along dock facing, ranges to the west that marked the
centerline of Bayport channel, and red beacon #8 astern. (see Hearing Transcript
page 16, lines 6 14, Exhibit “B” Pilot Submission pages 3 4).
—

6.

—

As the vessel stood out in the channel with the bridge abeam of Bayport channel
centerline, Captain Briones ordered dead slow ahead and hard starboard rudder.
(see Hearing Transcript page 15, lines 19 25; Exhibit “A” Incident Materials
Pilot Statement, Exhibit “B” Pilot Submission page 4).
—

7.

With speed through water 1.8
2.0 kts. astern, Captain Briones ordered slow
ahead with continued hard starboard rudder, to arrest stemway. At that moment,
Captain Briones heard a loud boom noise. (see Hearing Transcript page 16, lines
15 20; Exhibit “A” Incident Materials Pilot Statement, Voyage Data Recorder
Playback, Exhibit “B” Pilot Submission page 4).
—

—

8.

Captain Briones immediately ordered vessel stop engine and rudder midships and
ordered assist tug to stop. (see Hearing Transcript page 16, lines 24 25; Exhibit
“A” Incident Materials Pilot Statement, Exhibit “B” Pilot Submission page 4).
—
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9.

Immediately following the command of rudder midships, the helmsman informed
that the rudder would not respond. (see Exhibit “A” Incident Materials Pilot
Statement, Exhibit “B” Pilot Submission page 4).

10.

Captain Briones aborted the inbound shift transit to LBC 2 and safely moored the
vessel back to Bayport Cruise Dock without further incident. (see Hearing
Transcript page 18, lines 12 16; Exhibit “A” Incident Materials Pilot Statement,
Voyage Data Recorder Playback, Exhibit “B” Pilot Submission page 5).
—

Summary of Facts. The following summary of facts is herewith adopted by the PBIRC
with regard to this matter:

The MIT CELSIUS MAYFAIR departed Bayport Cruise Terminal with Deputy Branch
Pilot Captain Briones at the conn under the supervision of Branch Pilot Captain Creech,
for an inbound shift transit to LBC 2 Bayport Ship Channel.
The CELSIUS MAYFAIR departed berth on dead slow astern with assist tug LAMAR
made fast to port quarter.
The CELSIUS MAYFAIR maintained sternway into the channel at 1.8 —2.0 kts.
Once the vessel stood out in the channel with the bridge north of Bayport channel
centerline, Captain Briories ordered dead slow ahead and hard starboard rudder,
immediately followed by slow ahead.
Immediately after the slow ahead order given by Captain Briones, he heard a loud boom
noise and then ordered rudder midships and stop engine.
The helmsman advised that the rudder could not come back to midships.
The loud boom noise heard by Captain Briones during the backing maneuver was the
results of damage to the carrier bearing foundation plate on the rudder, from grounding
on the North bank in Bayport channel.
There were no injuries or pollution.
Proposed Findings Following its deliberations, by a vote of 8-0 the PBIRC proposes the
following findings:

That Captain Briones was conning the CELSIUS MAYFAIR, under the supervision of
Captain Creech, when the vessel grounded causing damage to the rudder.
That Captain Creech was the senior/commissioned pilot supervising Captain Briones on
the CELSIUS MAYFAIR, when the vessel grounded causing damage to the rudder.
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That Captain Briones should have maneuvered the stem of the CELSIUS MAYFAIR
deeper into the basin across from the Cruise Terminal berth to complete a starboard turn
inbound.
Proposed Recommendations Following its deliberations, by a vote of 8-0 the PBIRC
proposes the following recommendation to the Board of Pilot Commissioners for Harris
County Ports (“the Pilot Board”)

Issues a Letter of Caution to Captain Briones that will:
•
•
•

Emphasize the need for careful and deliberate planning in each evolution he
undertakes including the evaluation of “safe escapes”
Recognize the dynamic of operating under the supervision of a
senior/commissioned pilot
Direct him to share lessons learned from this incident with other Houston Pilots

Issues a Letter of Caution to Captain Creech that will:
•
•
•

Emphasize the importance and role of the senior/commissioned pilot to step in
before an accident occurs
Recognize the difficult dynamic of supervising a Deputy Pilot, i.e. allowing as
much latitude as possible to learn ship handling while also preventing accidents
Direct him to work with Captain Briones in sharing the lessons learned from this
incident

The PBIRC appreciated the candor and forthright answers provided by Captain Creech
and Captain Briones. The Letters of Caution are not intended to be punitive in nature but
rather a formal documentation of the incident with recommendations for improvement.
Adopted by the Pilot Board Investigation and Recommendation Committee as of
June 29, 2015

Marcus Woodring, C
1ian
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ExhbA
F. PILOT MATTERS
Subject

3. Consideration and possible action regarding the Pilot Board
Investigation and Recommendation Corn m ittee’s proposed findings and
recommendations regarding the M/T GASC HEM HUNTE collision with FMT
barge 3196 being pushed by the UTV I(RISTY DUTSCH on January 24,
2015, in the Houston Ship Channel.

Meeting

Jul 28, 2015

Access

Public

Type

Action

-

BOARD OF PILOT COMMISSIONERS FOR HARRIS COUNTY PORTS

Recommended The Pilot Board, at its July 28, 2015 meeting, consider and possibly take action
Action
regarding the Pilot Board Investigation and Recommendation Committee proposed
findings and recommendations regarding the M/T GASCHEM HUNTE collision with
FMT barge 3196 being pushed by the UTV KRISTY DUTSCH on January 24, 2015,
in the Houston Ship Channel, and further authorize the Secretary of the Pilot
Board to do any and all things in his opinion reasonable or necessary to give effect
to the foregoing.
Category:
Pilot Matters
Department:
Pilot Administration
Staff Contact:
Erik Eriksson
Background:
The Secretary of the Pilot Board may refer reports of marine casualties and complaints alleging
violations of the Rules and Regulations Governing Pilots and Pilotage on the Houston Ship Channel and
Galveston Bay to the Pilot Board Investigation and Recommendation Committee (PBIRC) for
investigation, hearing, and recommendation to the Pilot Board.
Staff Evaluation/Justification:
The PBIRC convened on May 20, 2015, and held a formal hearing to receive testimony and consider the
facts in the matter of the M/T GASCHEM HUNTE collision with FMT barge 3196 being pushed by the
UTV KRIS7Y DUTSCH on January 24, 2015, and propose findings and recommendations regarding the
matter.
The following PBIRC members were in attendance:
Captain Marcus Woodring (PBIRC Chairman)
Paul Caruselle (Port of Houston Maritime Industry)
Tom Marian (Port of Houston maritime Industry)
Captain Sean Arbogast (Houston Pilots Association)
Captain Michael Curtiss (Houston Pilots Association)
Captain Richard Ford (USCG retired)
Captain David Foret (Port of Houston Maritime Industry)
Captain Michael Morris (Presiding Officer Houston Pilots Association)
Captain Mike Usher, as Compliance Coordinator for the PBIRC, presented materials he collected
regarding the collision; Captain Charles Schuessler gave testimony regarding the circumstances.
Erik Eriksson attended the hearing as counsel representing the Pilot Board; Jim Brown attended as

[xhbtA
counsel representing Captain Schuessler. Finally, Lt. Peter Fransson and Lt. Cohn Croft USCG Sector
Houston-Galveston attended the hearing, in the capacity of advisors.
Following the hearing, the PBIRC voted 8-0 to approve proposed findings and recommendations
regarding the collision. The PBIRC proposes no negligence or actionable misconduct on the part of
Captain Schuessler, and recommends the Pilot Board close the case to file with no action (except as
provided below):
• That it require the Houston Pilots Association develop a module for the blue/brown water course
based on this case, emphasizing the need for unrestricted communications between the assist
tugs and pilots, with Captain Schuessler assisting in the effort.
The PBIRC will also review this case with the U.S. Coast Guard Vessel Traffic Service.

ExhbA
Pilot Board Investigation and Recommendation Committee
Proposed Findings and Recommendations
In the matter of MIT GASCHEM HUNTE collision with FMT barge 3196 being
pushed by UTV KRISTY DUTSCH

Summary of Investigation
The MIT GASCHEM HUNTE collided with FMT barge 3196 being pushed by
the UTV KRISTY DUTSCH on January 24, 2015 Houston Ship Channel.
2.

Thereafter, U.S. Coast Guard Sector Houston-Galveston opened a marine casualty
investigation into this matter.

3.

On January 27, 2015, Pilot Board Compliance Coordinator Captain Mike Usher
was designated by the U.S. Coast Guard as a party in interest, as defined in 46
United States Code (USC) § 6303 and Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 4.0310, on behalf of the Pilot Board Investigation and Recommendation Committee
(“PBIRC”).

4.

Captain Usher attended the marine casualty site assessment and witness
interviews.

5.

On March 31, 2015, the PBIRC Advisory Subcommittee held a meeting and
determined that this matter warranted a full PBIRC hearing to hear testimony and
consider the facts.

6.

On May 20, 2015, the PBIRC held a full hearing on the matter.
a.

PBIRC members entered into the record their qualifications to hear the
matter.

b.

The following materials were introduced into evidence:

c.

i.

Exhibit “A” Incident Materials gathered by Captain Usher
regarding the above-referenced incident; and

ii.

Exhibit “B” Submission of Captain Charles Schuessler.

Testimony was heard from the following sworn witness:
i.

Captain Charles Schuessler
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Chronology of Events The following undisputed chronology of events is adopted by the
PBIRC with regard to this matter:
1.

On January 24, 2015 Houston Branch Pilot Captain Charles Schuessler boarded
the MIT GASCHEM HUNTE moored port side to Oil Tanking Terminal Dock I
for outbound transit to sea. (see Incident Materials Pilot Statement, Hearing
Transcript page 14, lines 19—22).

2.

After master-pilot exchange, vessel and crew were ready for intended transit. (see
Incident Materials Pilot Statement).

3.

The assist tug EVA was made fast to the starboard quarter. (see Incident Materials
Pilot Statement, Hearing Transcript page 17, lines I 5).
—

4.

Captain Schuessler checked in with VTS and received a report of an inbound ship
and tow and another tow coming off hot foot that is not underway yet. He then
went over to the vessel starboard bridge and conducted a visual observation for
any approaching traffic and saw none, and addition made a security call on
channel 13 and received no response. He observed the ship’s radar along with his
PPU and didn’t identify any vessel movement. (see Incident Materials Pilot
Statement, Hearing Transcript page 16, lines 11 —20, page 24, and lines 15 —21).

5.

Captain Schuessler ordered drop all lines and the vessel began backing out of slip
into the channel. (see Incident Materials Pilot Statement).

6.

The GASCHEM HUNTE was about half way out of the slip when Captain
Schuessler received a call from the UTV KRISTY DUTSCH announcing “coming
by your stem now” (see Incident Materials Pilot Statement, Hearing Transcript
page 15, lines 17—18).

7.

Captain Schuessler immediately ordered GASCHEM HUNTE to stop engine,
followed by half ahead, and notified the KRISTY DUTSCH to go hard starboard
to slide away from the GASCHEM HUNTE (see Incident Materials Pilot
Statement, Hearing Transcript page 21, lines 13 —20).

8.

Before the GASCHEM HUNTE could stop and the KRISTY DUTSCH maneuver
away from astern, the starboard transom of the GASCHEM HUNTE made contact
with the starboard quarter of the starboard barge being pushed by the KRISTY
DUTSCH. (see Incident Materials Pilot Statement).
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Summary of Facts The following summary of facts is herewith adopted by the PBIRC
with regard to this matter:
Captain Schuessler was conning the GASCHEM HUNTE when it got underway from Oil
Tanking Dock 1, with the assist tug EVA made fast to the starboard quarter.
Captain Schuessler checked in with vessel traffic service and received a traffic
summary. Afterwards, he made a security alert call to any concerned traffic prior to
getting underway and received no response.
The ship’s captain confirmed there were lookouts posted fore and aft.
While backing the GASCHEM HUNTE away from berth, Captain Schuessler received a
call from KRISTY DUTSCH announcing it was coming by the GASCHEM HUNTE
stern now.
Captain Schuessler attempted collision avoidance maneuvers but was unsuccessful.
The starboard transom of the GASCHEM HUNTE collided with the starboard quarter of
the starboard barge being pushed by the KRISTY DUTSCH.
There were no injuries or pollution.
Proposed Findin2s Following its deliberations, by a vote of 8-0 the PBIRC proposes the
following findings:
No negligence or actionable misconduct on the part of Captain Schuessler.
Proposed Recommendations Following its deliberations, by a vote of 8-0 the PBIRC
proposes the following recommendation to the Board of Pilot Commissioners for Harris
County Ports (“the Pilot Board”)
Close the case to file with no action (except as provided below).
•

•

The Houston Pilots Association develop a module for the blue/brown water
course, based on this case, emphasizing the need for unrestricted communications
between the assist tugs and pilots, with Captain Schuessler assisting in the effort
The PBIRC will review this case with the US Coast Guard Vessel Traffic Service
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Adopted by the Pilot Board Investigation and Recommendation Committee as of
June 29, 2015

Marcus Woodring,

